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Distribution of Individual Characteristics and Macroeconomics

 

This talk considers a central, largely unsolved, difficulty that economists face when trying 

to predict and regulate the aggregate behavior of society or the macroeconomy. The origin 

of the problem is that anything can happen in the aggregate if the distri

characteristics is left arbitrary. In social choice, it is impossible to design "good" institutions 

that would work well for any configuration of individual preferences. In economics or 

finance, aggregate demand for commodities, assets

the distribution of individual behaviours is arbitrary. Economists usually cope with this 

difficulty by restricting extremely the dimensional range of preferences or behaviors: 

singled peaked preferences, single crossin

representative consumer in economics or finance. The talk reviews alternative promising 

strategies that rely instead on explicit distributions of heterogeneities of behavio

generate well behaved aggregate 
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representative consumer in economics or finance. The talk reviews alternative promising 

strategies that rely instead on explicit distributions of heterogeneities of behavio

gate regularities. 
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